
Badlands
10 Poems by Scott Sherman



Ramparts

We smell like glitches
fire in the ramparts

breech. Lock everything
from locusts grinding optimism

to the marrow.

We are marble
melting. There is no saving our descent,

no final embrace. Align our eyes.
Soak in the detonation. 
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#101 

I can see your heart
beat through your chest.
I'll eat it out of you,
hold it in my throat.
Kiss me if you want it back,
& maybe we'll be close enough
for a second date.
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#103

There is a house on a hill
knocking against the world around it

shutters made of ankles, facing outwards.

We all grew up there,
fingers tapping codes on the window:

there is a litany of horrors 
we cannot cry away. 
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#96

Smell of chemical peel, teeth splitting.
Repetition of hobbies is torture
drill bits in a red rock formation,
Egyptian drywall palaces. 

This is admission about feeling guilty
for finding Jupiter's storms & Saturn's rings
dead in their homes,
wanting them back for myself. 
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#108

There is a dream.
I'm walking up to a holy green mountain

wearing a halo of okra. 
The land around me is flat,

wheat orange. 
I am in love & I can drink in

pioneer wind.
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#107

I am a dying star ship,
derelict. Crew dead. Drifting

into abusive orbit.
I haven't heard in so long

& I miss. 
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Dial Tones

Crawling through deserts at night
searching for buried dial tones,
to call outposts with beds
of omen imbued trees.

This feels enough like home,
pills pull teeth down my throat
to bite on the heatwaves in my bones.

It's medicinal in the softest way, enough
to forget allegiances with distractions.
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#106

Six months of bounced checks,
still waiting to catch them on the way up.

We promised each other, this is something small.
Now

is the time to be quiet. There are cents worth of air
in our corner.
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#95

You are rock & mineral,
iron soot raging 

at incomplete burning. 
Cutting off pieces of skin

to kiss your pyre,
love your smile.

There's nothing I can say
without getting scolded.

I chew on my tongue,
the hope is that when I swallow

it can talk to the anxieties out of my stomach.

You're at the end of every hallway
waiting to cut me down. 
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Mojave Swing

There is threat born into our blood,
the nightmarish charm

of deserts children get lost in.

Tuned slot machine lights
lanterns in the Mojave overcast,

leeching an overstretched world. Draining
neon. 

The water here is brown,
like the car we abandoned
somewhere along US 50. 
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